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NEWS

  SPIDER
Researchers at the University of 
Basel have developed an app to 
help people conquer their fear of 
spiders. The key feature of Phobys 
(as the app is called) is a virtual 3D 
spider. And the scientists claim 
that it works. After each ‘level’ 
in the game, users dare get a bit 
closer to a real spider. The app 
is available free… on the web of 
course. 

  GREEN LIGHT  (1)
Scientists at MIT in the US have 
created watercress that emits light. 
The secret lies in the addition of 

nanoparticles to the plant. The 
particles absorb light and then 
slowly give it off again. After 
charging for 10 seconds, the plants 
light up for a few minutes. Not 
enough to read by yet, but it’s a 
start. 

  GREEN LIGHT (2)
The material that is added to the 
plant to provide illumination 
(phosphorescence) is strontium 
aluminate. This is inserted 
into the leaves via the stomata, 
wrapped in silica nanoparticles. In 
the leaves, the little packages form 
a subcutaneous illuminating layer. 

The researchers are dreaming of 
soft lighting from plants. Green 
light, naturally. 

  CLARITY 
Chinese scientists at Tianjin 
University have developed a 
method for providing visibility 
in murky water. Light that gets 
scattered by objects consists 
partially of polarized light. A 
special algorithm converts that 
light into an image, paving the 
way for the researchers to create 
a camera that sees clearly. They 
think this could be of use to rescue 
services and archaeologists. rk

In other news science with a wink

What’s that creepy-crawly?
This year’s Soil Animal Days were launched this week with an 
inspection of the roof garden at the Netherlands Institute of Ecolo-
gy (NIOO). 

The organizer, WUR soil expert Gerard Korthals, picks up a tree 
trunk to see what creatures are sheltering under it. That is exact-
ly what volunteers all around the country are being asked to do 
between now and the end of next Wednesday: find and count soil 
animals. In the garden, under stones, between plants, or in a patch 
of dug-over soil. This is the seventh edition of this Citizen Science 
project. What once started as a one-day extension of Animal 
Day has turned into a 10-day event, at least. Korthals: ‘To make 
it easier for people to join in’. The Soil Animal Days are primarily 
about awareness-raising, says Korthals. ‘We use them to try and 
generate more recognition among the general public of the impor-
tance and utility of a healthy soil.’ And the residents of that soil are 
crucial to its health. 

Happy Families
Using a simple determination table and a score card, everyone 
can go into action in their own garden. According to Korthals, the 
scores provide a fairly reliable picture of the ecological condition 
of the garden. Promotion materials such as a pack of Soil Animals 
Happy Families cards help ensure you learn something in the 
process as well. 

Who knew, for example, that the humble earthworm has 10 
hearts? Or that woodlice carry their young in a pouch between 
their front legs, just like kangaroos? Or that mice can carry up to 
50 times their own weight? 
The Soil Animal Days are still only a Dutch event to date. But if 
Korthals has his way, that will change. ‘There is more and more 
interest among our neighbouring countries. And WUR wants it to 
become international too. We’re going to take up the idea, but it 
will require funding. At present, the whole thing is run on a volun-
tary basis.’ rk

Giulia Bongiorno and Gerard Korthals inspect the roof garden at NIOO. 
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